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SUMMARY 

Results of an experimental investigation to determine the lateral/ 
directionsd stability characteristics of a four-propeller tilt-wing VTOL 
aircraft using a one-tenth scale dynamically similar model are presented. 
Test conditions include wing incidences of 8sP , 7C? , and itf . Measure- 
ments of the transient motion of the model in the lateral/directional 
degrees of freedom and the static lateral/directional stability deriva- 
tives were made using the Princeton Dynamic Model Track. 

The transient and steady-state data are analyzed assuming that the motions 
of the vehicle may be described by linearized equations, and the resulting 
static and dynamic derivatives are presented. The characteristics of the 
lateral/directional dynamic motion of the full-scale vehicle as predicted 
by the tests of the dynamically similar model are determined and discussed. 
All data are presented for a center-of-gravity position of 9-percent MAC, 
which is ahead of the most forward CG. position of the aircraft (15- 
percent MAC), and the horizontal tail and flap programs differ from those 
presently used on the aircraft. 

The model results indicate that the full-scale aircraft would have an un- 
stable lateral oscillation with a period of about 13 seconds at a wing 
incidence of S^5. At 3Ö5 wing incidence, the lateral/directional motion 
is made up of a stable, lightly damped, Dutch-roll oscillation; a rolling 
convergence; and a spiral divergence with a time to double amplitude of 
about 6 seconds. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tiis current interest in tilt-wing VTOL aircraft is accompanied by a lack 
of quantitative data on the dynamic motions and stability derivatives of 
these VTOL aircraft at low forward speeds. Tne experimental data and 
analysis presented nere represent part of a continuing effort at the 
Princeton Dynamic Model Track to provide information of this nature. Tne 
results include the first quantitative information published on the 
lateral/directional dynamic derivatives of tilt-wing VTOL aircraft at low 
forward speeds. Longitudinal experiments on this same model are presented 
In Reference 7, and some lateral/directional characteristics of a similar 
model are described in Reference 9. 

The experimental results were obtained using the model and apparatus shown 
in Figures 2 and 3. The following measurements were made: variation of 
sideforce, rolling moment, and yawing moment with lateral velocity; and 
transient response of the model in the three lateral/directional degrees 
of freedom and in various restricted lateral/directional degrees of 
freedom. Tnese data were taken at three wing incidence angles: 8^ , , 
and 3'̂  . The general form aid natu-e of the data indicated that for the 
flight conditions investigated, the transient motions could be approxi-
mated by linearized equations. 

The experiments conducted to evaluate the stability characteristics of a 
model using the Princeton Dynamic Model 'Track fall int.) two categories. 
The first LS similar to wind tunnel testing, and the data that result are 
referred to in the following as static data. Total forces and moments 
acting on the model as a function of flight condition were measured. 
Since the primary aim of tne experiments was to obtain information on the 
stability of the vehicle, emphasis was placed on the force and moment 
variations about level, unaccelerated flight. The second category con-
sisted of direct measurements of the transient response of tne model by 
using a servo-controlled tracking carriage. The model employed in this 
study was lynamioally sinilar to a full-scale veh'cle. The carriage per-
mits semifree flight of the model in selected degrees of freedom and is 
described in detail in References !+ and 5. 'Pie data resulting from the 
latter experiments are referred to as dynamic data and are similar in 
nab ire to flight-test data. 

Tne four-propeller tilt-wing transport model is a one-tenth scale dynamic 
model of the LTV XC-1U2, based on full-scale aircraft characteristics 
given in Reference 1. The general arrangement of the model is shown in 
Figure 5. Details of the flap geometry are given in Figure 6a, and the 
propeller blade characteristics are shown in Figure 7. The mr-del differs 
in the following respects from the present configuration of the XC-li42A 
described in Reference 2: 
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a. Krüger flaps, as shown in Figure 6b, were installed on the model. 
The leading edge slats presently in use were not installed on the 
model. 

b. All experiments were conducted at a center-of-gravity position of 
9-percent MAC, ahead cf the most forward center-of-gravity po- 
sition of the aircraft (15-percent MAC), 

c. The inboard and outboard propeller thrust lines are parallel on 
the model. The inboard thrust line of the XC-lk2A  is located at 
a negative incidence of cP6 with respect to the outboard thrust 
line. 

d. The wing airfoil section of the XC-11+2A is a NASA 63-318 with a 
modified trailing edge. The model airfoil section is an unmodi- 
fied NASA 63-318. 

e. The horizontal tail incidence and flap deflection with wing inci- 
dence differ from those presently in use on the aircraft as shown 
in Figure 9. 

These differences originate from the fact that model design and con- 
struction were concurrent with the design and construction of the full- 
scale aircraft. 

Only limited comparison of model data with flight test is possible at this 
time. A wing incidence versus trim speed comparison is shown in Figure 10. 
The model exhibits somewhat higher equivalent full-scale trim speeds than 
the aircraft. The primary model configuration difference of those de- 
scribed above that may influence the trim speed is the absence of leading 
edge slats. Leading edge slats will promote improved flow conditions over 
the wing at low speeds and therefore would be expected to reduce the model 
trim speeds. With respect to this comparison, it should also be noted that 
the airspeed measuring system on the full-scale aircraft has not been cali- 
brated at low speeds (Reference 3). 

The transient response data were analyzed in conjunction with the force 
and moment data, using servo analysis techniques as described in Appendix 
I, to determine the stability derivatives of the model. These data were 
converted cc full scale as discussed in Appendix II, and are presented 
in Figure 1. 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

TEST FACILITY 

The Princeton Dynamic Model Track is a unique facility designed expressly 
for the study cf the dynamic motions of helicopter and VTOL models at low 
forward speeds. Equivalent flight speeds up to 75 knots can be investi- 
gated with a one-tenth scale model. Basic components cf the facility in- 
clude a 750-foot track and a servo-driven carriage located in a building 
with a test cross section of 30 by 30 feet. The carriage has an acceler- 
ation potential of 0.6g, and steady sustained carriage speeds cf up tc kO 
feet per second are possible. The facility is described in detail in 
References k,  5, and 6. 

A variety cf different booms may be used to attach models to the carriage. 
Two of these are the lateral and longitudinal mounts.  The longitudinal 
mount is shown in Figure 2. It permits relative motion of the model in 
the horizontal and vertical directions with respect tc the carriage. 
Horizontal relative motion is sensed and used to command the carriage to 
follow the model in a closed-loop fashion. Vertical position of the model 
with respect to the boom moves the boom assembly vertically with respect 
to the carriage. This servo operation of the carriage and boom allows the 
model to fly "free" in the longitudinal degrees of freedom with no re- 
straints imposed on the model in those degrees of freedom being investi- 
gated. 

The lateral mount is shown in Figure 3. This boom ccnfiguraticr. permits 
the model to fly "free" in the lateral/directional degrees cf freedom. A 
schematic drawing of the lateral/directional mount is shown in Figure k. 
Relative motion is permitted between the model support linkage and the 
lateral servo-driven carriage. This lateral displacement of the model and 
support linkage is sensed and used to position the lateral servo-driven 
carriage along the lateral boom. Yaw freedom is provided by a pivot 
mounting that permits angular rotation between the vertical tube sup- 
porting the model and the lateral servo-driven carriage. Roll freedom is 
provided by a pivot mounting located within the fuselage of the model that 
permits angular motion in roll with respect to the vertical support tube. 
It should be noted that yaw freedom is provided about a space-fixed axis, 
and roll freedom is provided about a body-fixed axis. Mechanically, it is 
not possible to provide two body-fixed axis freedoms.  The effects ;f this 
linkage configuration are considered in detail in Appendix III, 

One-, two-, or three-degree-of-freedom motion can be investigated 1-ngi- 
tudinally or laterally by restraining various degrees cf freedom. 

In addition to dynamic testing as described above, testing to determine 
the static stability derivatives is conducted by programming carriage or 
model movement in accordance with preselected variations of a particular 
flight variable (sideslip and side velocity in these experiments \ The 



model is rigidly mounted on the carriage, and forces and moments acting or. 
the model are measured with strain gauges. Although this type of testing 
is similar t: wind tunnel testing, this facility offers a 30-by-30-foot 
test section with a uniform air velocity, free from turbulence. Preoise 
speed control ever a range of speeds from backward flight through he vor tc 
forward flight is available. This technique is called quasi-steady-state 
testing. 

MODEL 

A three-view drawing of the model constructed for these experiments is 
shown in Figure 5,  and its pertinent dimensions are given in Table IV. 
The model was based on the full-scale aircraft conliguraticn given in 
Reference 1. 

The fuselage is constructed of an inner and outer ~iberglas skin, vacuum 
molded and bonded to a Styrofoam core.   An aluminum box spar is the main 
structural member of the wing.    Mahogany ribs and a vacuum-molded Fiber- 
glas wing surface form the external airfoil shape.    The double-slotted 
flaps are constructed of low-density Styrofoam with a Fiberglas covering. 

The model drive motor is a 200-volt, UOG-cycle,  3-phase electric motor, 
rated at 5 horsepower, mounted on a bulkhead in the fuselage.    Power for 
the four propellers is transmitted to a central transmission and from 
thence to right-angle gearboxes located in the wing by flexible shafting. 
A separate power takeoff is used to drive the tail rotor.    Propeller gear- 
boxes and housings are mounted directly on the wing spar.    The propeller 
blades were constructed of Fiberglas by the Hamilton Standard Division of 
the United Aircraft Corporation.    The geometric characteristics of the 
propellers are shown in Figure 7.    The static thrust characteristics of 
the propellers are given in Figure 8, 

Model control positions are set from a control console on the cai^riage. 
The model incorporates electrically controllable blade angles on each of 
the four propellers.    The collective pitch system is arranged so that the 
left arid right propellers are separately controllable.    This provides 
differential collective pitch for roll trim.    The blade angle of the tail 
rotor is also variable tc provide pitching moment trim.    Wing incidence, 
flaps, ailerons, and the horizontal tail are also power operated so that 
transition runs may be made with selected programming of all required 
controls.    All of these systems are closed-loop position contrcls. 

The complexity of the model,  due to the components required for control 
and such details as double-slotted flaps, made meeting the scaling re- 
quirements on model weight and moments of inertia difficult.    A comparison 
of scaled model characteristics with desired full-scale values is shown 
in Table  IV.    The corrections necessary to account for these differences 
on the full-scale vehicle are discussed in later sections.    Dynamic model 
scaling relationships may be found in References k and 5, and the resulting 
model/full-scale relationships are given in Table VI. 
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DATA RECORDING 

All data are transmitted via a telemetering system from the moving carriage 
to a ground station located in a control room near the track.    Data trans- 
ducers provide signals to a telemeter transmitter mounted on the carriage. 
The telemetering system provides 20 samples of data per channel per second, 
with a maximum of ';i3 channels available.     Real-time monitoring of all data 
quantities is provided by a monitor scope  in the telemeter ground station; 
the data are presented on multi-channel Sanborn recorders and/or X-Y 
plotters and are simultaneously recorded on an Ampex model 309 tape re- 
corder. 
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EXPERIMEKTAL RESULTS 

This section contains a discussion of the experimental data and the general 
nature of the results.    The techniques used to analyze and interpret the 
data and the results of the analysis are considered in detail in Appendix 
I.    To minimize the presence of various conversion factors, all discussion 
in this section is given in terms of model parameters.    Then, in the 
following section, corresponding full-scale results are presented on the 
basis of scaling described in Appendix II. 

HOVER 

Static Tests 

For experiments near hover, the model was mounted en the longitudinal 
servo boom (Figure 2) with the longitudinal axis of the model yawed 9(5) 

from the centerline of the track.    Carriage velocity then corresponded 
to mode]  lateral velocity. 

The sideforce, rolling moment, and yawing moment variations with lateral 
velocity were measured by a quasi-steady-state procedure discussed previ- 
ously.    The model was restrained to the carriage by strain gauges to 
measure rolling moment, yawing moment, and sideforce.    With the model 
trimmed for hover, the carriage was programmed to accelerate slowly to a 
velocity of approximately 8 feet per second in one direction, then to de- 
celerate through hover to a velocity of 8 feet per second in the other 
direction, and to return to hover.    The carriage acceleration during the 
experiments varied between O.k and 0.7 foot per second per second.    Runs 
were made with the tail rotor running and not running to determine the 
effect on sideforce, rolling moment, and yawing moment.    The only tail 
rotor contribution apparent in any of the tests was a change in the 
yawing moment variation with lateral velocity, as illustrated in Figure 11. 

Although,  in principle, the velocity of the model should be steady for each 
datum point around the trim condition to determine the static stability de- 
rivatives, previous experience has shown that the technique of quasi- 
steady-state testing - that is, programming the carriage for very small 
accelerations - yields data that are identical to those obtained with 
point-by-pcint measurements at constant velocity.    The quasi-steady tech- 
nique results in a considerable reduction in testing time,  and it is valid 
as long as the carriage accelerations involved are small.    A limited 
number of the data points presented were verified by steady-state measure- 
ments at 'constant velocities. 

The noise level present in the force and moment data taken in this quasi- 
steady-state fashion was of su-h a magnitude as to require filtering of 
the data.    Disturbances arise from irregularities in track alignment 
caused by deformations due to ambient temperature variations and carriage 
mass as well as the presence of expansion Joints in the track.    The 



moving carriage is subjected to small acceleration inputs which are trans-
ferred through the boom to the model and sensed oy the force and moment 
instrumentation. Viscous dampers in the model restraint linkage, shock 
mounting of the boom with respect to the carriage, and mass balancing have 
been used with success to alleviate extraneous inputs from the carriage. 
These methods are discussed in References h and 5. Later development of 
a shock-mounted carriage', specifically for static testing, has essentially 
eliminated these problems. 

Sidefcrce, rolling moment, and yawing moment versus s:' leslip velocity near 
hover are shown in Figure 11. These data were plctte directly from re-
corded data using an Autograf X-Y plotter. The data were filtered by a 
low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 1 cycle per second. The sta-
bility derivatives Yv and Ly. were determined by taking a straight-line 
approximation to the slope of these curves in the neighborhood of zero 
lateral velocity. The range of values and the average value taken as 
representative for Yv and Lv are listed in Table II. The yawing 
moment versus lateral veloc'ty is nonlinear, and therefore no slope is 
given. Although the data for yawing moment appear to be quite irregular, 
they were reasonably consistent over a number of runs. 

Dynamic Tests 

Single-degree-of-freedom responses were used to determine the roll damping, 
L^, and the yaw damping, Nj. To measure roll damping, the model was 

locked in yaw, and mechanical springs were attached between the model 
support tube and the model to provide a restoring moment about the roll 
axis. The equation of motion for the rigid-body oscillation of the model 
in roll with the mechanical spring moment, aerodynamic damping, and model 
mounting friction acting on the model is 

I* *P " (c* + friction) - —' ffl = 0 (l) x dtp dtp 

The contribution of the friction terra to these experiments was neelibible. 

The spring constant, arises from the mechanical spring and the model 

center-of-gravity position. 

The roll damping runs were conducted by releasing the model with propellers 
running from an initial roll angle offset and recording the resulting roll 
angle versus time. A flow deflector was used to delay the effects of down-
wash recirculation as discussed in Reference 8. A selectirr. of the roll 
damping runs is shown in Figure 12a. From the spring constant and the 
measured frequency of oscillation of the model in roll, the moment of 
inertia about the roll axis was determined. Of eight runs, two indicated 
no damping. An exponential decay was fitted to two of the six runs. The 
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variation between runs is attributed to the preso;nce of downwash recircu- 
lation in spite cf the use of a flow deflector. The damping in roll is 
small, and the effects of random disturbances are therefore particularly 
noticeable in causing this scatter. The values obtained for roll damping 
are given in Table VII. 

A similar procedure was used to determine the moment of inertia about the 
yaw axis and the yaw damping. These data were more consistent than the 
roll measurements due to the larger magnitude of the damping. Figure 12b 
shows typical responses, and the values of yaw datping that result are 
listed in Table VII. 

Self-excited transient responses were measured for two degrees of freedom 
(roll angle and lateral velocity) and three degrees of freedom (roll 
angle, lateral velocity, and yaw angle). The model was fixed to the 
carriage while the model muter was brought up to speed. Then, the required 
degrees of freedom were released by unlocking mechanical restraints.  The 
resulting transient motion was recorded. No deliberate inputs were used 
to excite the model, since the transient motion was unstable and small 
random disturbances were sufficient to excite the motion. 

Typical time histories for the two-degree-of-freedom responses are repro- 
duced in Figures 13a and b. The period and damping of two runs with at 
least two peaks in the data are given in Table VII. The average values 
measured for two degrees of freedom (roll and side velocity) were a period 
of 6.2 seconds and a damping of + 0.59 per second (damping ratio cf 
- 0.51). 

Responses in three degrees of freedom, conducted in the same manner as the 
two-degree-of-freedom runs with yaw angle also released, are rhown in 
Figures 13c and d. The values of the period and damping for three d^-rees 
cf freedom are included in Table VII. The rsll and lateral velocity 
motions were oscillatory; however, the yaw motion increased monotonically 
with time and was thus apparently uncoupled from the roll, lateral veloc. ty 
motions. The average period for the oscillatory motion in roll and latera.. 
velocity was 6.8 seconds with an average damping of + 0.56 per second 
(damping ratio of - 0.52). 

FORWARD FLIGHT 

Static Tests 

The forward flight experiments were conducted using the lateral mount 
(Figure 3)« Trim conditions corresponding to two wing incidence settings, 
TCP and 3Cf , were investigated at model forward velocities of 9.5 and 23 
feet per second, respectively, corresponding to full-scale speeds of 17.8 
and ^3 knots. At 7(7 wing incidence, the model was in a level flight 
trim condition as determined from previous longitudinal measurements 
(Reference 3). However, the 3(9  wing incidence case represented a trim 
condition suggested by the LTV Aerospace Corporation. The exact flight 
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condition was not k-town, since no horizontal force measurements were made 
at 30 incidence. Extrapolation of data from Reference 7 indicates that 
the flight condition was equivalent to a slow climb. Test conditions are 
summarized in Table V, 

The variation of sidefcrce, rolling moment, and yawing moment with lateral 
velocity was measured by the quasi-steady-state procedure, described 
previously. While -he carriage was traveling at a selected speed, the 
model was programmed to yaw (^ = - 0) slowly from (f yaw angle to about 
+ 2& , then to - 2Cf . and back to (f . The yaw rate for this maneuver was 
limited to between T   and ö3 per second tc eliminate any unsteady effects 
and the appearance of yaw damping in the data. The data from these 
experiments (sidefcrce, rolling moment, and yawing moment versus sideslip 
angle) were plotted from the recorded data using an Autograf X-V plotter. 
Samples of these curves for wing incidences of 7Cf and ?>&   are shewn in 
Figure lU. These data were filtered to reduce noise due tc extraneous 
track inputs, as previously mentioned. At 3Ö3 wing incidence, the 
programmed yaw rate of Ö3 per second was quite large, and §0  the data pre- 
sented in Figure l^f include a noticeable contribution from the yaw 
damping, causing a relative displacement of the yawing moment as a function 
of sideslip angle due to the sign cf the yaw rate. 

The noise level present in the rolling moment measurements for both forward 
flight conditions was high. Figure l^e is presented only to indicate the 
trend of this derivative. No detailed conclusions should be drawn from the 
shape of these curves. For this reason, La is considered as an unknown 
parameter in the following discussion. 

The variation of sidefcrce, rolling moment, and yawing moment with sideslip 
angle exhibited an approximately linear character. The stability deriva- 
tives Yo, Lg, and No were determined by taking the linear slope from 

these graphs in the neighborhood of zero sideslip angle. The relationships 
between the stability derivatives taken with respect to lateral velocity 
and sideslip are given by Ya = - Ifc Y„, U = - It L . and NQ = - UU N . 

P        v   p        v        p       V 
The lateral velocity derivatives at wing incidences of 7Cf and 3,(9   are 
given in Table VIII. 

For wing incidences of S^f and 3CP ,  the roll moments of inertia differed by 
less than 1 percent and the yaw moments of inertia differed by less than 
3 percent.  Because of this small variation, average values of 

2.6? slug-feet8  and 

wing incidences. 

I„ = 3.55 slug-feet2 were used for all three 
2 

Dynamic Tests 

The lateral/directional transient response measurements at forward speed 
were conducted in the following degrees of freedom: 



  •" 

Three degrees of freedom in roll, yaw, and lateral velocity 

One degree of freedom in roll 
One degree of freedom in yaw (Y = - ß) 
Two degrees of freedom in roll and yaw (Y = - ß) 
Three degrees of freedom in roll, yaw, and lateral velocity 

The test procedure was to bring the model motor up to speed with the 
carriage stationary and the model locked with respect to the boom. After 
the carriage had accelerated and was traveling at the trim speed, timers 
were used to unlock the mechanical restraints of the desired degrees of 
freedom. The model was then able to "fly" free in roll, yaw, and sideslip, 
or in combinations therecf. At a wing incidence of 7(f ,  no predetermined 
inputs were used to excite the model in the majority of the runs, since 
the response was dominated by an unstable oscillation. Usually some small 
random disturbance was sufficient to start the motion. However, em 
initial sideslip angle was used tc excite the model motion in the majority 
of the 3^ wing incidence runs, since the motion was stable in the one- 
degree-of-freedom yaw tests and was marginally stable in the two- and 
three-degree-of-freedom tests. The amount of initial sideslip angle used 
as an "input" varied from 2? to l(f . 

Sample traces at a wing incidence of 7(9  with three degrees of freedom are 
shown in Figure 16. The period and damping determined are listed in Table 
VIII. The average pericd of the oscillatory motion at 7Cf wing incidence 
was 5.U seconds; the average damping was + O.kQ  per second (damping ratio 
of - O.38). In these three-degree-of-freedom runs, the yawing moment 
equation cf motion was coupled with the sideforce and rolling moment 
equations; this is in contrast to hover, where it was uncoupled. 

Single-degree-of-freedom runs in yaw (Y = - 0) at a wing incidence of 3^ 
are included in Figure 16a. The characteristics of these runs are listed 
in Table VIII. These runs were characterized by a damped oscillation with 
an average pericd of k,U  seconds and a damping of - 0.50 per second 
(damping ratio of + 0,33). 

Two-degree-of-freedom tests in roll and yaw (Y = - 0) at 3Cf wing inci- 
dence gave aii average pericd cf l+,8 seconds and an average damping of zero. 
Typical runs are shown in Figures l6b and c, and the characteristics of 
each run are listed in Table VIII, 

Typical time histories of the three-degree-of-freedom motion are shown in 
Figures 17d and e. Period and damping as measured from the traces are 
listed in Table VITI. As is evident from Figures 17d and e, there was some 
difficulty in obtaining data on the lateral velocity response. Precise 
trim settings were necessary to keep the lateral displacements of the model 
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within the freedom allowed by the lateral boom.    In run '+36 (shown in 
Figure 17e), however, the model hit the boom limits, rebounded,  and then 
after a delay of several seconds went through a complete cycle of motion 
which appeared in all three variables.     The period of the oscillatory 
motion in run ^36 was 't.O seconds with zero damping.    This was the only 
run for 3$  wing incidence in which the oscillatory motion  in lateral 
velocity was clearly discernible.     The characteristics  of the oscillatory 
motion of the series of five runs  in three degrees of freedom were an 
average period of k,k seconds and a damping of zero. 

The experimental values of the characteristic roots of the model oscilla- 
tory motion at wing incidences of 8^ ,  7CP ,  and 3Cf  are summarized in 
Figure l8. 

1] 
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DYNAMICS OF THE FULL-SCALE AIRCRAFT 

The full-scale aircraft stability derivatives, as •letermined frcm the  ex- 
periments using the analysis discussed in Appendix T and the sealing dis- 
cussed in Appendix II, are shown as a function cf wing incidence in Figure 
1. The dashed lines indicate the probable trends of the derivatives. The 
following points may be noted with respect to the stability derivatives: 

The Sideforce due to Lateral Velocity (Y^. This derivative was 

found to be small and of miner importance in determining the charac- 
teristic modes of motion of the aiioraft in the range investigated. 

The Dihedral Effect (Lv). This derivative is stable (negative) over 

the range of test conditions. Its value in hover is quite large, 
causing a roll-lateral velocity motion in hover that is very similar 
to the pitch-forward velocity motion discussed in Reference 7. 

The Directional Stability (Nv), The aircraft is directionally stable 

(positive) at forward speeds greater than 17 knots. Near hover, the 
yawing moment was a nonlinear function of lateral velocity. The 
measured value of Nv at a wing incidence of 3^ is approximately 

twice the value calculated from the rough approximation that the 
primary contribution to this derivative is the effect of the free- 
stream velocity on the vertical tail. If it is assumed that the 
sidewash is negligible, and that the vertical tail efficiency factor 
is one, the directional stability is equal to (Reference 8) 

Nv~ 
q ST AT Ij 

which is about one-half the value shown in Figure 1.    The following 
values are used: 

ST  = 130 square feet 

AT  = 2 per radian 

lj = 23.5 feet 

U0  = ^3 knots (72.5 feet per second,' 

Iz = 270,000 slug-feet squared 

liy = 0.002^ per foot-second 
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Note also the slope reversal that appears in the data at sideslip 
angles greater than about l^f   (Figure ikt).    The measured variation 
in yawing moment differs from that presented in Reference 9 on a 
similar configuration at lower wing incidence,  in that there is 
apparently no flat spot near zero sideslip for the data presented 
here. 

The Roll Damping  (!•).    This derivative is fairly small and increases 

in a stable sense as wing incidence is reduced. 

The Yaw Damping  (N*).    This derivative increases  in a stable sense 

as wing incidence is reduced. 

The Rolling Moment due to Yaw Rate (LA),    This derivative increases 

as wing incidence is reduced and is positive,  as  is typical of con- 
ventional aircraft  (Reference  Q). 

The Yawing Moment due to Roll Rate (N«),    This derivative is positive 

and the magnitudes  indicated have only a small effect on the charac- 
teristic roots of the aircraft.    The positive sign  is  opposite the 
sign normally present on a conventional aircraft  (Reference 8). 

These data indicate that the dynamic motion of the full-scale aircraft in 
hover would consist of a divergent oscillation in roll angle and lateral 
velocity with a period of 12.7 seconds and a time to double amplitude of 
3.6 seconds.    The motion of the vehicle in yaw is uncoupled from the roll 
and lateral velocity.    The third root of the characteristic equation 
corresponding to the rolling convergence mode gives a time to one-half 
amplitude of 1.0 second.    The divergent oscillation in roll and lateral 
velocity shows that the vehicle would be sensitive to lateral gusts due to 
the presence of the comparatively large dihedral effect     (Ly),    The model 
period of 6.2 seconds near hover agrees well with the data given in Refer- 
ence 9 for a similar dynamic model with similar rolling inertia.    The 
full-scale period given above Is shorter than that presented in Reference 
9 because the difference between scaled model and true full-scale inertia 
has been taken into account here. 

Incomplete data at 7&  wing incidence prevented a detailed analysis of the 
lateral/directional dynamics of the full-scale aircraft.     However,  the 
model results indicate that all three degrees of freedom were coupled and 
that the transient motion would be dominated by a divergent oscillation 
which would be less unstable than at hover. 

For 3(f  wing incidence,  the model results indicate that the full-scale 
aircraft would exhibit a stable Putch-roll-type oscillation, with a period 
of 9.2 seconds and a time to one-half amplitude of 6.3 seconds.    The 
rolling convergence would have a time to one-half amplitude of 0,85 second, 
while the spiral mode would be divergent, with a time to double amplitude 
of 6.3 seconds. 

13 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The model results indicate that the full-scale aircraft would have an 
unstable lateral oscillation with a period of about 13 seconds at a 
wing incidence of 8cf .    At 3^  wing incidence, the lateral/directional 
motion is made up of a stable, lightly damped,  Dutch-roll oscillation; 
a rolling convergence; and a spiral divergence with a time to double 
amplitude of about 6 seconds. 

2. Force and moment measurements correlated to a satisfactory degree with 
the related dynamic response data.    In both flight conditions analyzed 
in detail, the dihedral effect    (Ly)    as determined from transient 
response experiments was somewhat smaller than the value obtained from 
quasi-steady-state measurements.    The source of this discrepancy is 
not clear; however,  it may be noted that the value of   Ly   determined 
from dynamic response measurements is quite sensitive to accurate 
measurement of the frequency of the motion. 

I 
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RECOMMENDATIOr.'S 

1.    Future lateral/directional experiments should be conducted in such a 
way as to eliminate mounting linkage effects.    IVo methods are avail- 
able tc accompliah this: 

a. Longitudinal force-moment instrumentation can be used tc 
verify longitudinal trim conditions, 

b. A mounting linkage with  '-hree angular degrees of freedom 
could be used with the rm    il stabilized in pitch attitude. 

By either of these procedures the appearance of extraneous derivatives 
In the model tests, such as    PL,    in the present forward flight case, 
would be avoided. 

The latter method is considered to be the preferable one,   since the 
longitudinal trim of the model would be definitely established. 

2. An effort shculd be made to correlate the results obtained herein in 
the form of stability derivatives and characteristics of dynamic re- 
sponse with full-scale flight-test data on similar configurations. 

3.    This series of experiments indicated clearly the need for improvement 
in the force and moment measurement techniques used for lateral/ 
directional investigations.    This has been accomplished since these 
experiments were conducted through the develcpme.'.t  of a shock mounted 
carriage which is in use at the present time. 

19 
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APPENDIX I 
ANALYSIS ÜF DATA 

Analysis of model data to determine the stability derivatives of the air- 
craft is discussed in this section, 

AXIS SYSTEM AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

Because model data were measured with respect to a moving carriage, it is 
convenient to use lateral/directional equations of motion referenced to 
an axis system fixed in space (Figure k).    Precisely, the roll angle and 
roll moment of the model were measured with respect to a body reference 
axis, and yaw angle and yaw moment were measured with respect to a space 
reference axis (Figure k). 

The space-reference roll angle and roll moment differed from body refer- 
enced quantities by the cosine of the yaw angle, since all tests were 
conducted with a level fuselage attitude (Appendix III), As the yaw 
angle seldom exceeded ± I'f   during the responses, the cosine of the yaw 
angle was approximately equal to one. Therefore, no distinction in 
angular quantities between body-fixed axes and space-fixed axes is 
necessary in the following. Lateral velocity and side force were 
measured with respect to a space-fixed axis, perpendicular to the plane 
of the gravity vector and the initial position of the longitudinal 
centerline of the model. 

The use of the space axis velocity v  as a variable in the following 
analysis makes it necessary to include derivatives dependent on yaw angle. 

The functional forms of the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on an 
aircraft, which depend only on the body-axis lateral velocity, the roll 
rate, and the yaw rate, are 

Y = Y(v, 9, ¥) 

L = L(v> cp, V) 

N = N^v, tp, ¥) 

The relationship between the bouy axis velocity v, the space axis ve- 
locity    v',    and the yaw angle is 

v = v'  - Y U0 
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so that the relationships between the V and v  derivatives and the v 
derivatives are 

dY       äv     5ß 

ÖU = !L2 (3) 
5v     ÖV 

Therefore, the superscript may be dropped on the lateral velocity deriva- 
tives. The Y derivatives are directly related to the v derivatives, 
and must be included in the equations of motion when a space-fixed axis 
system is used. The yaw angle derivatives are directly related to  the 
sideslip derivatives as indicated. 

If the horizontal aerodynamic force X is not initially zero, that is. 
if the model is not in level flight trim, then the side force Yf, 
measured with respect to a space-fixed axis, will be 

Yf = Y - X0 f 

and 
ayf   BY 

so that equation (2) is valid only if the resultant horizontal fcr^e is 
zero. 

The linearized, small perturbation, lateral/directional equations of 
motion relative tc a space-fixed axis system as presented in Reference 
10, including the aerodynamic derivatives discussed in Reference 8, are 

■'  v' - 4 v' + g «p + Yv ¥ = 0 CO v     m T 

L ' v' + L» ffi - cp + L ¥ + L. Y = 0 (5) 

.  .• 

v      cp Y   Y     Y 
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Contrcl input terms are not included, since no dynamic tests were made 
with control inputs. In addition to the linearization assumption, other 
assumptions implicit in this form of the equations are: the vehicle is 
In level flight; the time rate of change of the j roduct of inertia and 
moment of inertia terms is negligible; and the effect of product of 
inertia (ly*)  -is negligible. The first assumption is justified by the 

test conditions. The second assumption is considered valid because of 
the magnitude of angular motions of the model. The third assumption was 
checked by the method given in Reference 11, including the product of 
inertia terms in a set of equivalent stability derivatives using the ex- 
perimental value of the product of inertia. The difference between the 
values of the equivalent derivatives and the unmodified derivatives was 
of the order of 5 percent, and so product of inertia terms were con- 
sidered to be negligible. 

Stability derivatives to account for sidewash lag, L^ and NA, are 

neglected, as analysis of the experimental data did net indicate that 

they were important. The factor -7 in the sideforce equation accounts 
m' 

for the fact that the vertical aerodynamic force acting on the model did 
not equal the model weight because of the model support linkage (Figure k) 
which moves with the model during lateral translation. The effect of the 

-7 factor is to reduce the lateral acceleration produced by a given tilt 
m 

of the thrust vector, since the thrust was less than the weight of the 
model and mounting linkage. 

A solution to equations (k),  (5), and (6) may be assumed of the form 

v' = v e3"'', cp = cp e  , and ¥ = Y e . Substitution of these expressions 
gives 

(Yv - ^ s) v + g cp + Yv Y = 0 (7) 
m Y 

Lv v + (1^ s - S8 ) ip + (M, + 1^ s^ ¥ = 0 (8) 

Nv v + N^ s 9 + (NY + N^ s - S2 ) Y - 0 (9) 
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The characteristij equation is determined by the condition that this set 

of equations must have nontrivial solutions for v, cp, and Y: 

rr.T 

m' 
g \' 

Lcp 3  - ■ s2 Ly   +  L^   s 

I'cB s liy    +   Nf     S    • -  s2 do) 

Values of "s" which satisfy the above expression are the roots of the 
characteristic equation and determine the nature of the natural modes of 
the aircraft. Use of a space-fixed axis system for the lateral/directional 
equations of motion makes equations (h),   (5)» and (6) a fifth order system, 
and consequently a fifth degree characteristic equation is obtained from 
the expansion of the determinant (10). However, the constant term in the 
characteristic equation is equal to - g (L^. K. - Ly Uv)    which is 

identically equal to zero from equation (2), resulting in one zero root. 
This root will be present whenever yaw angle rather than yaw rate is used 
as a variable. Certain of the terms in this determinant are determined 
from static measurements, and the remaining ones are found from analysis 
of the measured transient motion of the model. 

CENTSR-OF-GRAVITY LOCATION 

The lateral equations of motion [(k),   (5), and (6)J were derived with the 
origin of the axis system located at the center of gravity of the vehicle. 
The center of gravity of the model was located at varying distances above 
the pivot axes of the model, depending on the wing incidence and flap 
position. The pivot point is the intersection of the model roll axis and 
yaw axis.  It is independent cf wing incidence and is located somewhat 
ahead of the mcst forward center-of-gravity position of the full-scale 
aircraft (15-perGent MAC) at 9-percent MAC with wing incidence of 9CP, 
This point was taken as the origin of the axis system for the analysis, 
and all data presented are measured about this point.  The center of 
gravity of the model was located nearly on the Z-axis at various distances 
above the X-Y plane, as shown in Figure 6c. The vertical offset of the 
center of gravity contributes two additional terms to the equations of 
motion written about the pivot axes. One is a rolling moment due to roll 
angle, L, and the other is a rolling moment due to translational 

acceleration in the Y-directlon, L.. The values of these derivatives 

are listed below. 



- 

Vertical 
Wing Flap       Center-of-Gravity       L„ L^, 

Incidence    Position Location 

9CP & -1.13 inches        +1.66    - 0.052 

7& if - 0.88 inch + 1.29    - O.OUO 

3$ 5f 0 0 0 

HOVER - ANALYSIS  OF DATA 

For hovering motions with two degrees of freedom (roll and lateral ve- 
locity), the equations of motion are obtained from equations (h), (5), 
and  (6) by setting    Y = 0,    and adding    1^ cp + 1^. v. 

Yv v - ^7 v + g cp = 0 (11) 
m 

Lv v + L^ v + L^ cp + L^ cp - cp = 0 (12) 

From the quasi-steady-state measurements   (Table VII), the following de- 
rivatives were determined: 

Yv - - 0.27 per second 

Lv = - 0.16 per foot-second 

Due to model center-of-gravity location, the terms L« and L  arise, 
and are ^ 

14 = - 0.052 per foot 

L. -  1.66 per second squared 

From the single degree of freedom in roll measurements, the roll damping 
was determined to be 

L• = - 0.37 per second 

and from the model propeller blade angle setting, 

4 --1.^ 
m 
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Thus, all of the terms in the two-degree-cf-freedora motion described by 
equati ens (ll) arid (12) have been determined, and a check on the six de- 
rivatives given ab^ve may be obtained from the transient response data. 

To determine the agreement between these values and the twe-degree-cf- 
freedom hover data, the dynamics predicted by the above stability deriva- 
tives are compared with the results of the model transient response 
measurements. Only the oscillatory roots of the dynamic response as de- 
rived from the stability derivatives can be compared to the model dynamic 
motions, since the real convergent root in the model response cannot be 
excited in such a way as to be evaluated from the transient response. 
Any input used to excite the convergent mode will result in model motions 
that rapidly exceed the response magnitude allowed by the carriage limits, 
because of the unstable oscillation. The characteristic equation for the 
two-degree-of-freedom motion is obtained from equations (ll) and (12) by 

making the substitutions v - v e st and cp = cp e     : 

Lv + Lv s 

The characteristic equation is 

LCP + Li s 

= 0 (13! 

(Yv " "7 sHLcp + Lcb s - s2) - g  (Lv +1^ s) = 0 (1^ 

It is convenient to use root locus techniques to illustrate the effect of 
various parameters on the roots graphically. Placing equation (iVi in 
root locus form considering the dihedral effect Lv as the variable 
parameter, 

m 

' L» + — 1 ' s + ' — •, L» - L co  mT v     ■mr v -j   :c 
m 
m, m. 

(15) 

CD 

The reason for considering the dihedral effect  as the variable parameter 
will be clarified in the succeeding paragraphs.     Kecall that all of the 
parameters  in equation   (15) have been determined by other experiments. 
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When the preceding numerical values are substituted for all parameters 
except    Ly,    equation  (15) becomes 

" 22.6 Lv 

(s - 0.70)(s + 0.63 + 0.27i)(s + 0.63 - 0.271) 

-12 -0.     I    -04 

Root Locus, Effect of Variation of 
Dihedral Effect,    Lv, iw = 8^ . 

The root locus for varying    Ly    is shown above, where the roots for    Lv = 0 

are indicated byQ .    For the value of    Lv = - 0.16 per foot-second,    the 

oscillatory roots are located at s = + 0.71 ± 1.19i (V )• 7his corre- 
sponds to a period of 5.U seconds contrasted to the period of 6.2 seconds 
measured from the transient response    (Qj)*    Changes in    Yv   and    LA 

influence primarily the damping of the oscillatory roots without an ap- 
preciable change in the period.     The effect of    Y      is small, since the 
dominant term in the sideforce equation is thrust vector tilt, which 
produces lateral acceleration.     This was evident in the data, as the 
lateral velocity was approximately the integral of the roll angle as indi- 
cated by equation  (11) with    'iv = 0.    The dihedral effect    Ly,    though, 
does influence both the period and the damping of the oscillatory motion 
as shown above.    It was necessary to reduce the value of    Ly   from    - 0.16 
to    - 0.11    to match the frequency of the oscillation.     The oscillatory 
roots for    Ly = - 0.11    are    s = + 0.52 ± l.OOi,    and the real convergent 

root is    s = - 1.6l    (/\). 
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The three-degree-or-freedom transient response data in hover indicated 
that the yawing racnent equation was weakly coupled to the sideforce and 
rolling moment equations,  since there was no oscillatory motion present 
in the yaw angle time histories.    The equations  of motion for three de- 
grees of freedom near hover are given by equations  (k),   (5),  and  (6)  and 
adding    L   cr + L.  v. 

mT   . 
Y   v - -y v + g cp = 0 (16) 
v m' 

LyV + L^v + I^tp + I^-cp+I^^O (17) 

Nv v + Ify cp + N,p ¥  - Y  - 0 (18) 

where    Y' ,    L^,,    and    N      are identically zero in hover,  as the sideforce, 

rolling moment,  and yawing moment have no dependence en the azimuth heading 
for an initial velocity of zero.    For the yawing moment equation to be un- 
coupled,  any terms dependent upon yaw rate  in the sideforce and rolling 
equations must be negligibly small.    Therefore,    L*    must be small.    Also, 

since therr  is no  indication of coupling between the yaw and roll motions, 
N«     is also negligible. 

Since the yawing moment equation is uncoupled,   it would be expected that 
the roll and lateral velocity motions  in two- and three-degree-cf-freedom 
runs would be identical.     However, the measured average values of the 
periods of these motions were 6.2 seconds for two degrees of freedom and 
6.8 seconds for three degrees of freedom.    The longer period for the 
three-degree-of-freedom motion is due to the presence of large yaw angles. 
which cause an increase  in the period of the  oscillatory motion in three 
degrees of freedom arising from the restraint  imposed by model mounting 
geometry.    Large yaw angles reduce  (by the factor of the cosine  of the yaw 
angle) the component of the vertical aerodynamic thrust force  in the  space- 
fixed Y-direction produced by a given roll angle.     Tn addition,  the lateral 
velocity component  acting to produce rolling moments on the model,  through 
the dihedral effect    Lv,     is the body-axis velocity of the model.     The 
model motion is restrained by the carriage to a space-fixed V-directicn 
which will decrease   (by the factor of the cosine  of the yaw angle ^   the 
body-axis velocity.     These two factors   (reduction of the component  of 
vertical aerodynamic thrust force and reduction of the body-axis velocity) 
increase the period of the oscillatory motion with yaw freedom and large 
yaw angles, when the motions of the model are restrained to a space-fixed 
direction.    This difference, of course, would not be present on the  full- 
scale aircraft. 
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The results of the hovering analysis in model scale are; 

DERIVATIVE 
ISymbol) 

STATIC DATA 
(Strain 
gauge) 

DYNAMIC DATA      DYMMIC DATA 
(Single degree    (Two degrees 
of freedom) of freedom) 

Y   per second - 0.27 

Ly. per foot-second - 0.16 

due to     ( L^ Per f00t - 0*052 
C.G.       { 

location   I ^p Per second squared        1.66 

L« per second 

Ic per second 

Nv per foot-second        nonlinear 

NA per second 

N« per second 

0.37 

-  O.kl 

- 0.27 

- 0.11 

- 0.052 

1.66 

- 0.37 

0 

nonlinear 

- 0,^1 

0 

It was not possible to check the value of    IJ*    determined from single- 

degree-of-freedem tests because of the uncoupling of the yawing moment 
equation. 

The difference between the value of   Lv   measured by strain gauges and 
that necessary tc correlate the two-degree-of-freedem data is quite large. 
The period predicted by the individually measured derivatives differs by 
10 percent from that obtained directly from the transient response.    How- 
ever,   since the frequency of the motion is roughly proportional tc the 
cube root of   Ly,    the change  in    Lv   required is considerably larger. 

FORWARD FLIGHT -  ANALYSIS  OF  DATA 

The analysis of the forward flight data was  3imilar to that applied for 
hover.     The more complex case of forward flight results  in the fact that 
not all of the derivatives car. be determined by single-degree-cf-freedom 
experiments and static measurements.    Therefore,  certain derivatives may 
be checked,  and others are determined from the forward flight transient 
response data. 
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Static Testa  - Var;g Incjdonce Equal to 'i& 

The static measurements gave the following values  ('Table VIIT); 

0.1b   (Ly 3.29) per foot-second 

Nv =      0.10 (IL = - 2.26) per foot-second 

Yv = - O.'^  (Y    =      9.9^) per second 

Because of noise in the rolling moment data,     11.    is considered as unknown 
in the analysis. 

One Degree of Freedom  (hell or Yaw) 

Roll and yaw damping runs were conducted at a wing incidence of 3tfl   cnly. 
Time histories of the motions are given in Figures l^a and b.    Mechanical 
springs were added for both the roll and yaw damping runs,  as  in hover,  to 
provide a restoring moment sc that the model was constrained to oscillate 
about the equilibrium condition.    The values  obtained for    1^»    and    N* 
(by computing the decay of the envelope of the roll and yaw traces^  are 
(Table VIII) 

L«  = - 0.7^ per second cp 

•  = - 0.9^ per second 

Single-degree-of-freedom experiments in yaw angle    (Y = - ß^    cnly were 
also run without springs.  Thr equation of motion applicable tc these test: 
is 

Nf Y NY Y = 0 T 0 (19) 

The average period and damping were measured and used to determine  the 
value of   No     from the equation above.    This measured value of    "s"    was 
- 0.^0 ± 1.1*11     (Table VIIT).    The value    N^    obtained it. this  fashion 

agrees well with that determined from strain gauge measurements. 

Stability Derivative        Quasi-Jtead;.-   "täte 
(Strain Tauge I 

iamic 

N»   (per second squared) 2.26 2.2)» 
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The unknown derivatives appearing in equations (20' and (21) are de- 
termined using the following values of stability derivatives obtained 
from quasi-steady-state and single-degree-of-freedom response measurements. 

Stability ierivative 

'im ~ - 2,26 per second squared 

I'Y = " 0'^2 Per second 

L« = - 0.7^ per second 

IVo and Three Degrees cf Freedom 

The equations of motion describing the two-degree-of-freedom roll and yaw 

motion (Y = - 8) after the substitutions cp = cp est and Y = Y est 

have been made are 

(L. s - s2) cp + (L^ + L,j s) Y = 0 (20) 

(N. s) 6 + (NY + 1^ s - S2) Y = 0 (21) 

because of noise present  in the rolling moment measurements,    ly    is con- 
sidered as an unknown parameter. 

The fact that the single degree Of freedom in yaw    (Y = - 6)    oscillatory 
motion was damped and the two-degrea-of-freedom motion in roll and yaw had 
approximately zero dajnpirg indicated that the rolling and yawing motions 
were coupled.    The method used to extract the values cf   NA    and    LA    from 
the dynamic data was based on the concept of rotating time vectors and 
mode ratios as discussed in Reference 12,    It is more convenient here to 
use the mode ratios rather thuu tin system characteristic equation. 

The use of time vectors is based on the idea that the oscillatory motion 
of a system described by a linear differential equation can be represented 
by a vector which rotates about its tail.    The angular velocity cf ro- 
tation of the vector is the damped natural frequency cf the system,  and 
the length of the vector is proportional to the amplitude of the oscil- 
latory motion of the system.    For damped oscillatory motion,  the length of 
the vector will decrease with time;  for unstable motion,  the length of the 
vector will increase with time.    If a multiple-degree-cf-freedom system is 
represented by a set of linear differential equations, and the character- 
istic equation of the system contains an oscillatory pair of roots,  then 
it is possible to represent the oscillatory mode in each variable by its 
own rotating time vector.    The time vectors representing the different 
variables in a particular mode will maintain a fixed phase relationship 
with each other and rotate at the same frequency.    The amplitude ratio and 
the phase angle between two variables are constant for a given linear 
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system and do net depend upon the input or disturbance. The cemplex 
number which relate.3 both the amplitudes of two variables and the phase 
angle between them is called a mode ratio. Note that this approach can 
be used when there Ls only one mode present in the response.  That is, it 
is assumed in the following that any other modes of motion have damped out, 

7or the two-degree-of-freedom motion in roll and yaw, the relationships 
for the mode ratio jf roll angle to yaw angle are obtained from equations 
(20) and (21) as 

(22) 
cp l^S+ly 

$ ^   -  L.   s 

3 SS    -   N«   S   - !V 
Y % s 

(23) 

where  s  is a root of the characteristic equation corresponding to the 

cp 
mede of interest. As the mode ratio — is a complex numcer for oscil- 

f 
latory motions, a maximum of four stability derivatives can be evaluated 
from equations (22) and (23).  The phase difference between the roll angle 
response and the yaw angle response, as determined from the data, was 
- lie? . The average amplitude ratio was 1.59. Therefore, the mode ratio 

for this oscillatory motion was — = - O.'-'i - 1.491.  The period of the 
Y 

oscillatory mode was h.Q  seconds (s = 1,311). Then Lc can be calculated 
from equation (22") using the value cf LA " - 0*7^ obtained from the 
single-degree-of-freedcm roll experiments. The resulting values of L^ 
and L» are 

L - 2.38 per foot-second 

L. = 1,56 per second 
Y 

It became apparent when equation (2?) was used to determine '.'...    with the 

previously determined values of tfy and N», that no solution was 

possible for the measured values of s and -^-, unless additional terms 
Y 
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vere included. The influence of variations in the angle of attack of the 
model due to carriage restraints (see Appendix III) arising from combi- 
nations of roll and yaw was considered, but the maximum deviation in 
angle of attack was found to be less than ± 1° . 

It was concluded that the term necessary to satisfy equation (23) would 
arise from an unbalanced nose-down pitching moment acting on the model. 
An untrimmed pitching moment results in a yawing moment proportional to 
roll angle, since the axis about which the model is free is a space-fixed 
axis rather than a body-fixed axis (see Appendix III). No longitudinal 
experiments were conducted at 3^ wing incidence, so the longitudinal trim 
setting (tail rotor collective pitch) was not known.  The presence of this 
term results in an effective stability derivative N  (see Appendix III). 

Therefore, equation (23) was modified to include this term: 

5   s2 - N^ s - NY 

The values of NA and TL. may now be determined using the values of 

%> "w) s> an(i "*" previously given. The results are 

(2k) 

N«  =      0.066 per second 

K    - - 0.83    per second squared 

This value of   N      corresponds to an untrimmed nose-down pitching moment 
of 2,95 foot-pounds.    Extrapolated longitudinal data indicated that 
pitching moments of from 2 to '4 foot-pounds are possible at this flight 
condition. 

The root locus technique was used to display the characteristic roots for 
two degrees of freedom in roll and yaw and three degrees cf freedom using 
the stability derivatives found from the mode ratio equations.    The 
charaoteristi0 equation  in root locus form for two degrees of freedom is 

(sr;  - Nf s - I}Y)(s
2  - L.  s: 

+ 1 (25) 
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Root Locus,   Two Degrees of Freedom, 
Roll and    aw    (Y « - ß),    L. = 3CP . w 

Evaluat' >i r' the two-degree-of-freedom roots is shewn abeve. The roots 
are ± ' . •: • and - 0.83 ± 0.68i (2\ ). The characteristic equation for 
the th1 • <. - iegree-of-freedom motion in rcct locus form is 

rLv + ifNv, 

mj 

m' 

s"   + 
'—"    gLv 

4  VYNV 

!YLv-'cp 

(s"^ 

L.  s 
cc 

/ 

\  f "cp s 

Ly    +   lAf 

% + N^ s 
(?f) 

The portion of the denominator in determinant t'-rr. is the characterioti 
equation    f the  t.wc-degree-of-freedom motion.    The statically rneasm-ed 
value of    lv      -  O.'ik per second,    along with the stability derivatives 
determined  from the use of the mode  ratio  technique and the twe-degree- 
cf-freedom data,  was used to evaluate the  above expression. 
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Root Locus, Three Degrees of Freedom, 
Roll,  Yaw, Sideslip,    i.^ = 3& . 

The above root locus shows the comparison of the two-degree-of-freedora 
roots  (LJ ) and the three-degree-of-freedom roots  (Z^).    The three- 
degree-of-freedom roots are - O.oU ± 1.65i,  - 1.60, - O.23 and 0.    The 
lightly damped oscillatory pair of roots with a period of 3.8 seconds 
compares favorably with the value of U.O seconds obtained frcm the three- 
degree-of-freedom data (Figures l6d and e).     The only additional deriva- 
ative in equation  (26) which is not in equation (25) is    '^('Z  );  there- 
fore, this agreement is a check on the values of the stability derivatives 
already determined.    Note that there is only a small difference in the 
roots with    Yv = YL = 0,    Five roots are given instead of the usual four 
roots,  since yaw angle was used as a variable rather than yaw rate.     This 
has the effect of introducing an additional root which has a zero value, 
indicating that the vehicle has no dependence on azimuth heading. 

To evaluate the sensitivity of these calculations for the stability de- 
rivatives,  the derivatives that result from the mode ratio technique for a 
phase angle of - 9& ,  corresponding r,o an error of about 0.2 second in the 

The stability derivatives obtained from equations  (22) and  (23) are 

measurement of phase angle, were determined.     In this case,     -*- = - l,59i. 

Ly = 1.5^+ per foot-second 

L.  = 2.09 per second 

IL ■- - 0.76 per second squared 

II.  = 0.28 per second 
CD 
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The root locus obtained from equation (25)  for two degrees of freedom, 
shown below, yields roots ± 1.311,   - 0.93,  and - 0.7''   (A). 

0»    ( 

« .*■ • 50 
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a "M 

O   Zvo 

Ü     «01 

Root Locus,   Tt'rc Degrees of Freedom. 
Roll and Yaw    (^ = - B),   iw = 3^* . 

The root locus obtained from equation (.26) for three degrees of freedom, 
shown below, yields roots  - 0.18 ± l.oSi,  - 1.35,   0,   and C.26  (A)« 

Ibü 

^--*- 
♦ i »2 

—♦- 
♦ S 

♦O" 
-e-i 

♦ 5 

■■ -I 

f a <«• 
O   too 

A   (toot 

Root Locus, Three Degrees of Freedom, 
Roll, Yaw, Sideslip, L. = 3^ . 

The positive real root, 0.26, in this case yields a divergent motion. 
Since there was no divergence present in the three-degree-cf-freedom re- 
sponse, we may assume that the previously used value of the phase angle 
(- lief ) is valid. M«  is the only derivative that shows a large per- 

centage change. This is due to the fact that it is small and has little 
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influence on the three-degree-cf-freedom motion. Thus, the derivatives 
determined from the - llCr phase measurement are considered tc be the best 
match for the dynamic response data. 

A comparison of the values cf the model stability derivatives for the 30° 
wing incidence condition as determined from the static and dynamic experi- 
ments is summarized below. 

DERIVATIVF STATIC DATA 
Symbol) (Strain 

gauge) 

Yv per second - O.hk 

Lv per foot-second - 0.15 

h'n    Per second - 

L£ per second - 

Nv per foot-second 0.10 

N,. per second - 

NfJ, per second - 

N per second squared 
(linkage effect) 

DYNAMIC DATA DYNAMIC DATA  DYNAMIC DATA 
(Single degree (Two degrees (Three degrees 
of freedom)   cf freedom)  of freedom) 

0.7^ 

0.10 

0.92 

0.10 

1.56 

0.066 

- 0.83 

0.10 

1.56 

0.83 

Static and Dynamic  Tests  (i.. equal to 7& ) 

It was net possible to determine all of the stability derivatives at this 
wing incidence.    The lack of restricted degree-of-freedom dynamic tests 
coupled with the uncertainty as tc the magnitude of the model pitching 
moment during the three-degree-of-freedom tests precluded detailed analysis 
of the 7(9  wing incidence data.    There were more unknown stability deriva- 
tives than there were test conditions.     The only stability derivatives 
obtained were  those determined directly from the static tests. 

due to 
C.G. 

location 

Derivative 

Yv per second 

Lv per foot-second 

N per foot-second 

L« per foot 

L    per second squared 

Static 

- 0.23 

- 0.17 

0.08 

- O.OUO 

1.29 
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APPENDIX II 
convEKSior; OK RESULTS TO FULL SCALE 

HOVER 

The process of converting the model stability derivatives to full scale 
consisted of twc steps. The first step was to adjust the model deriva-
tives to account for the difference between the scaled-dowr. moments of 
inertia of the full-scale vehicle and the actual model inertias. For the 

2 65 rolling moment derivatives, an increase by the factor is required; 
1.50 ~ cc-

for the yawing moment derivatives, an increase by the factor is 
2.70 

required. These adjusted derivatives are listed in Table I. Using the 

adjusted model derivatives and values of equal to 1.00, equal to 
0, and L* equal to 0 to correct for the addition of lifted and 
traveling masses (those portions of the mount that are carried or move 
with the model) and for the center-of-gravity location, the roots of the 
characteristic equation of motion for the adjusted model were found. The 
characteristic equation for the adjusted model with r.c inequality of 
lifted and traveling masses and no center-of-gravity location is 

(Yv - s)(L. s - ss) - g Ly = 0 (27) 

The characteristic roots for the adjusted model, are s = + 0.6l ± 1.56i 
and s = - 2.1k. The stability derivatives, period, and damping of the 
adjusted model correspond to those of a dynamically similar model of the 
full-scale vehicle. The equivalent gross weight of the full-scale air-
craft in hover is 38,800 pounds for these experiments. The second step, 
then, was to use the scale factors for dynamic model similarity as 
listed in Table VI to convert the adjusted model results to those of the 
full-scale aircraft. These are listed in Table I. The period of the 
oscillatory motion of the full-scale aircraft as found in this manner is 
12.7 seconds with a time to double amplitude of 3.6 seconds. The con-
vergent root has a time to one-half amplitude of 1.0 second. 

FORWARD FLIGHT 

The results for the forward flight conditions were converted to eauivale-.t 
full-scale values in a manner analogous to that descrii ed a": ove. The 
model stability derivatives were adjusted to account for the differences 
in the roll and yaw moments of inertia between the actual model and a 
model that would be dynamically similar tc the full-scale veni -le using 
the factors given above. These adjusted derivatives are listed in Table 
II for 7Cf wing incidence and in Table III for 3(f wing incidence. The 
derivative is zero for the adjusted model, since this derivative was 
due tc the linkage restraint. The values of the roots were determined 
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f o r t he a d j u s t e d model us ing the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c equat ion in the form given 
mT by equation (26), with -7 equal to 1 and N equal to 0. The roots of 
in 

the three-degree-of-freedom characteristic equation were 0, - 2.60, - 0.35 
± 2.1oi, ar.d 0.35 for 3CP wing incidence. These roots can be converted 
directly to full-scale values by means of the scale factors listed in 
Table VI. The equivalent full-scale aircraft gross weight is 39,800 
pounds at a wing incidence of 7CP and 37,500 pounds at a wing incidence of 
3C? . The full-scale vehicle characteristic roots are 0, - 0.82, - 0.11 
± 0.68i, and 0.11. The real convergent root has a time to one-half 
amplitude of O.85 second, while the real divergent root has a time to 
double amplitude of 6.3 seconds. The pair of oscillatory roots has a 
damping ratio of 0.16 and a period of 9.2 seconds. The full-scale sta-
bility derivatives for 3C? wing incidence as determined from the stability 
derivatives for the dynamically similar model are listed in Table III. 

It was not possible to determine the characteristics of the dynamic motion 
of the full-scale vehicle for the 7& wing incidence case, as it would be 
necessary to have the complete set of model stability derivatives evalu-
ated in order to scale the model dynamics due to the possible linkage 
effects as well as model inertias. The stability derivatives which were 
statically determined for the 7C? wing incidence case Eire scaled to their 
relative full-scale values in Table II. 
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TA^L7 I .  STABILITY DERIVATIVES AND PARAMETERS (8? WING INC IDENCE) 

Parameter Model Adjusted Full-Scale 
Model Aircraft 

1 
V 

per senond - 0.27 - 0.27 - 0.085 

V feet , per second squared 0 0 0 

Lv per foot-second -  0.11 - 0.19 - O.0059 

due tc i 
CG.  ' 

location 

T,. 
V 

per 

per 

foot 

second squared 

-  0.052 

1.66 

0 

0 

0 

0 

H per second - 0.37 - 0.65 - 0.21 

V per second squared 0 c 0 

L» 
per second 0 0 0 

"v per foot-second nonlinear - - 

N. per second 0 0 0 

V per second squared 0 0 0 

^ per second - o.ia - 0. 'iU - 0.17 

7 
^0 pounds (gross weicht) 38.8 38.8 38,800 

h slug -feet squared 2.65 1.50 150,000 

h slug -feet squared 3.55 2.70 270,000 

* feet per second 0 0 0 

1.142 1.00 1.00 

Identically zero in hover. 
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TABLE I - Ccntinued 

Parameter              Model Adjusted Full-3cale 
Model Aircraft 

OSCILLATORY MODE 

Period, seconds                      6,20 U,03 12.7 

Time to double amplitude (%),  seconds   1.17 1.1^ 3.60 

CONVERGENT MODE 

Time to one-half amplitude (T1/s), seconds 0.^3 0.32 1.01 

h2 
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TAUE TI.    STABILITY DERIVATIVES AJ;D PARAMETERS (7Cf   WING  IPJCIDENCE) 

Parameter Model Adjusted 
Model 

F'ull-Scale 
Aircraft 

due to 
CG. 

location I 

Yv per second 

Vy* feet per second squared 
(= " U0   Yv) 

L      per foot-second 

L.    per foot 

L  per second squared 

L« per second 

L,,* per second squared 
^  (= - It Lv) ' 

L^ per second 

N  per foot-second 

N  per second squared 
(linkage effect") 

N» per second 

Ny* per second squared 
(= - U) Nv) 

N ft per second 

Z0 pounds 
(gross weight) 

Ix slug-feet squared 

Iz slug-feet squared 

It, feet per second 

Ifc knots 

m. 

0.23    - 0.23 -  0.0V3 

2.18      2.18        2.18 

0.17    - 0.30 -  0.0093 

0.040      0 0 

1.29       0 0 

not evaluated 

1.61      2. Öh 0.28.l4 

not evaluated 

0.08      0.105       0.0033 

0 0 

not evaluated 

0.76    - 1.00 - 0.10 

m 

not evaluated 

8.8 38.8 38.800 

2.65 1.50 150.000 

3.55 2.70 2"0.000 

9.5 9.5 
:,0.0 

5.6 5.6 17.5 

1.53 1.00 1.00 

Derivatives exist due to use of space axis system. 
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TABLE II - Continued 

Parameter Model Adjusted 
Model 

Full-Scale 
Aircraft 

03CILLAT0KI MODE 

Period, seconds . 5.'' 

Time tc one-half amplitude (Tj/g), seconds l.hk 

not evaluated 

not evaluated 

Note: Other modes present in the response were not evaluated. 

kk 
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TABLE  III.     STABILITY DERIVATIVES AIJD PARAMETERS   (3CP   WDIG  INCIDENCE) 

Parameter                                    Model          Adjusted          Full-Scale 
 Model Ai rcrat't 

Yv   per i econd 

Yy* feet per second squared 

Lv    per fcot-seccnd 

L»    per second cp 

Ly* per second squared 
(« - Ub Lv) 

L* per second 

I!v   per foot-second 

11      Per second squared 
"    (linkage effect) 

?•!•    per second 

IL,* per second squared 
(" - Uo Nv) 

N* per second 

Z 0 pounds 
(rross weight^ 

Ix    slug-feet squared 

I      slu~-feet squared 

Ub    feet per second 

U0    knots 

^ 1.50 1.00 1.00 

o.kk -     O.kk -   O.lU 

10.1 10.1 10.1 

0.104 -    0.181+ -   0.0058 

O.'jh -   1.31 -    0.1+1 

2.38 U.21 0.1+2 

1.56 2.76 0.87 

0.10 0.13 0.001+1 

0.83 0 0 

0.066 0.087 0.027 

2.30 -     3.02 -    0.30 

0.92 -    1.21 -    O.38 

37.5 37.5 37,500 

2.65 1.50 150.000 

3.55 2.70 270.000 

23 23 72.5 

13.6 13.6 ^3.0 

Derivatives exist due to use of space axis system. 
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TAUE III - Continued 

Parameter             Model   Adjusted   Kull-Scale 
 Model Aircraft 

OoClLLATOR' MODE (DUTC" ROLL^ 

Period, seconds 4,0      2.90      9.2 

Time to one-half amplitude (Tx/g), seconds •       2,0       ^.3 

i'll  HEAL MODE (KCLLriC MODF.) 

Time tc one-half amplitude (Ti/a K seconds 0,^3      0,27       O.65 

gg REAL MODE (SPIRAL) 

Time to cne-half amplitude (Tj/t), seconds   3,0 

Time to double amplitude  (ig), seconds - 2,0 6,3 

U6 
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APPENDIX HI 
EFFECT3 OF LINKAGE QEOMEThV 

The linkage used tc provide lateral/dlrectlcnal freedom Is shown schematl- 
c'ail.v in Figure ^.    The yaw axis is a space-fixed axis, and the rcll axis 
is a bod.v-fixed axis.    To stud." the idealized lateral/directional motions, 
it would be desirable to have both angular freedoms about body axes; how- 
ever, this is net possible with a simple geometric linkage.    Therefore, 
the simplification of one space-fixed freedom and one bod." -fixed freedom 
was made. 

This geometric linkage produces the following Interactions,    Kuler's 
equations for a rigid body rotating about a fixed point with respect to 
principal body axes are ("Reference 10) 

Ix f) + q r  (Iz - Iy) - I« 

iv § + p r (ix - r2) - ^ 

Iz f + p q  (I,, - rx) = !« 

where p, q, and r are angular rates about the X, and   Z   body 
axes, respectively, and   I«,    K%,    and     «    are the external  (i.e., 
aerodynamic) moments acting about the body axes.    The relationships be- 
tween the body axes and the linkage axes are given by (Reference 10^ 

p « ^ - *  sin 6 

q = 6 ces cp + Y cos 6  sin (p 

r = Y cos G  cos cp - 6 sin cp 

where    cp,    6,    and   Y    are Euler angles,  that is,  the angular deflections 
of the linkage (Figure '♦),    In this case   6 = 0,    and the equations become 

P = V 

q ^ Y  ?ir; (p 

r = Y  cos cp 

h7 



The equations of metier, In terms of gimbol deflect lens (<p, Y) after 
Bubititution for p, q, and r, are 

lx cp + f sin cc ccs to dr.. - rx) ■ I« 

I-, (V sir. <p + Y 9 ccs cc) ^V ^ cc-3 <p .'iv - U) = Mm 

Ij (Y ccs 'sp - ¥ i ein cp) * 5p ¥ sin cp (ly - lx) » I« 

How, the first equation is an equation of motion, since the model is frse 
about the body roll axis. The latter two equations must be combined to 
prcduce the ether equation of motion about the free space axis. The re- 
sulting two equations of motion are 

I 5 + r sin 9 coi {p (I - I ) = I« 

(l    sin2 tp + I    cosa «p/ V + (I    cos tp sin cp - I   cos CD sin cp) Y p 
J Ä X 3 

+ cp Y cos cp sin «p  (I.. - I ) ■ TIB  cos cp + f^   sin cp 

These, then, are the equations of motion in terms of the angles of the 
model support linkage,    9   and   ¥,    arid the body moments    I« ,    N^ ,    and 
!« ,    If the roll angle is small, these reduce to 

Ix9+f cp (Iz- Ix) =1, 

(ly cp2   + Iz) 7 + (Iy - Iz) 9 * «P = N.  + ^ «P 

For small disturbances, the only additional first-order tem due to the 
linkage configuration is Nfe cp, when the initial value of Mg ^ 0. In 

this case an "apparent" stability derivative au (= MBO ) would be added. 

This result Indicates that pitching moment instrumentation should be in- 
cluded to insure that "'i0 = 0 when lateral/directicnal experiments are 
conducted with this linkage, A later series of experiments has been 
conducted with the model free in pitch with a feedback loop to stabilize 
the attitude of the model and tc eliminate this affect. 
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The free-streaun velcoity conqponents with respect to body axes are 

u ■     It cos t 

v =» - Ifc  sin Y cos cp 

w = - Ife  sin Y sin p 

If the angular motions are small, then the angle of attack    (a =* #•)    due 
to angular motions is of second order. 
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TABLE  IV.    COMPARISON OF MODEL AND FULL-SCALE CHARACTERISTICS 

Model Model Converted Full Scale 
to Full Scale Aircraft 

Weight, pounds 

Wing apan, feet 

Wing area (s), feet squared 

Moment of inertia in roll 
(lx^,  slug-feet squared 

Moment of inertia in yaw 
(l2),  slug-feet squared 

U6.7 »+6,700 37,000 

6.75 67.5 67.5 

5.3^ 53^ 53U.U 

2.65 265,000 150,000 

3.55 355,000 270,000 

Horizontal center-of-gravity location:    9-percent MAC. 
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TABLE V.    SUMMARY OF MODEL TEST CONDITIONS 

Parameter i    = 8^ i    - 7^ i   ■ 3Cf www 

iy degrees 

6j. degrees 

1T degrees 

0.75R degrees 

Q revolutions per mirmte 

Hi feet per second 

Z0 pounds (gross weight) 

Ix slug-feet squared 

Iz slug-feet squared 

IX2 slug-feet squared 

p slugs per cubic foot 

Ü 
m7 

89 70 -/■ 

0 15 55 

30 50 0 

15.8 15.7 13.2 

14100 MOO UlOO 

0 9.5 22.6 

3B.3 - 38.8 - 37.5 

2.65 2.65 2.65 

3.55 3.55 3.55 

0.20 - 0.16 

0.00225 0.00225 0.00225 

1.1+2 1.53 1.59 

51 
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TA^F VI,    SCALE FACT0K3 FOR DYNAMIC MODEL SIMILARITY 

Multiply rull-s^aln prcperty by scalp factor tc rbhaln mcdnl prcpert.y. 

Linear dimension r1 

Area x* 

Volume, mass, force r3 

Moment x-4 

Moment of inertia x-B 

Linear velocity x-B 

Linear acceleration X0 

Angular velocity x-B 

Angular acceleration X 

Time x--s 

Frequency x-B 

Reynolds number rX.B 

Mach number x--6 

Kor \ = 10 

.1 

.01 

.001 

.0001 

.00001 

.316 

1 

3.16 

10 

.316 

3.16 

.0316 

.316 

where   X ■ full-scale linear dimension 
model linear diraension 
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Fipure 2. Princeton Dynamic Model Track Longitudinal Mount With 
One-Tenth Scale Dynamically Similar Model. 
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Figure 3. Princeton Dynamic Model Track Lateral/Directional Mount With 
One-Tenth Scale Dynamically Similar Model. 
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N,i/f 
YAW AXIS 

MODEL SUPPORT 
ÜNKAGE 

-^P ROLL AXIS 

YAXIS 

X AXIS 

Figure h.    Schematic of Lateral/Directional Mount and Space Axis System. 
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Figure 6b.    Spanwise Location of KrJger Flaps. 
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TZ 

Figure 6c. Location of Center of Gravity of Model. 
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Figure J.    Propeller Blade Characteristics, Four Blades. 
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Flitf* 37 
 Conversion 
   Reoonvenion 

90 70 50 30 
WING  INCIDENCE, iw,DEGREES 

UJ 

Q 
7\     CO 

80 

60- 

S    W   40- 
-i   o 
?   H   20 

Full-scale aircroff 
#3 T Flight 37- 

N 
90 70 50 30 
WING  INCIDENCE, iw. DEGREES 

Figure 9.    Model and Full-Scale Flap Deflection and 
Tail Incidence Versus Wing Incidence. 
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Figure l^a. Model Single Pegree of Freedom in 

Roll Runs With Springs, iw = 8^. 
(See Table V,  Pape 51, for Test Conditions) 
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Figure 12b.    Model Single Degree of Freedom in 
Yaw Runs With Springs,  1^ = 8^, 
(See Table V, Page 51, for Test Conditions) 
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Figure 13a.    Model Ti-ansient Self-Excited Response,  iw = B^5, 

Two Degrees of Freedom. 
(See Table V,  Page 51, for Test Conditions! 
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Figure 13b.    Model Transient Self-Excited Response, iw = 8^ , 

Two Degrees of Freedom. 
(See Table V, Page 51,  for Test Conditions) 
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Run 289 

Figure 13c.    Model Transient Self-Excited Rer-poiise,  1=8^, 
Three Degrees of Freedom. 
(See Table V,  Page  51,  for Test Conditions^ 
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Figure 13d.    Model Transient 3elf-Excited Response,  i 
Three Degrees of Freedom. 
(See Table V,  Page 51,  for Test Conditions) 

= 8^, 
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TABLE VII . SUMMARY OF HOVER DATA - MODEL SCALE 

STATIC DATA 

Rur. 'V Run Lv Run Nv 

898 - 0.28 313 - 0.16 313 - J 
899 - 0.26 31k - 0.15 I nonlinear 

315 - 0.17 315 - I 
319 - 0.16 319 - ) 

Average value - 0.27 per second - 0.16 per foot-second 

ROLL AND YAW DAMPING 

Ru.n L* Run M • y 

307 - 0.372 302 
308 - 0.36k 303 

Average value - 0.37 per second 

- 0.U36 
- O.38 
- O.Ul per second 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE (MEASURED CHARACTERISTICS') 

Two Degrees of Freedom 

c? 
Run Period (seconds) 0 

/ 
V 

Period (seconds) CT 

269 6.2 0.60 - -

275 6.2 0.60 6.2 0.58 

Three Degrees of Freedom 

cr / 
V 

Run Period (seconds) a Period (seconds) c Y 

289 6.8 

296 6.8 

VO 
CM 

-3 
VO 

• 
• 

0
 

0
 6.8 0.61 
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Figure 15a. Model Single Degree of Freedom in 
Roll Runs With Springs, ^ = 3<^ . 

(See Table V, Page 51» for Test Conditions) 
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(See Table V,  Page 51,  for Test Conditions) 
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Figure 17G, Model Transient Response, 1^ = 3^, 
Two Degrees of Freedom in Roll and "aw, Y = 
(See Table V, Page 51, for Test Conditions) 
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Figure 17d,    Model Transient Response,   i    = 3(9 , 
Three Degrees cf Freedom. 
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TABLE VITT.     SUMMARY   OF FORWARD FLIGHT DATA  - MODEL SCALE 

STATIC  DATA 

'w 

hull 

322,   323,   32^4 -  0.32 - 0.075 

326,   328 - 0.19 - O.li* 0.105 

331,   332 - 0.18 -  0.20 0.060 

Average value - 0.23 - 0.17 0.080 

3Cf 

338, 339, 3^0 - Ojt5 - 0.17 0.103 

3^2,  3^3, 3^ -  0.50 - 0.15 0.103 

3U5,  3kb, 3'+7 - O.38 - 0.13 0.092 

Average value - 0.4^ - 0.15 0.10 

ROLL DAMPING YAW DAMPING 

V-  & 

Run 
V 

Run 

hUO - 0.70 

khl - 0.71 

Uh2 - 0.81 

'••'•3 - ^.73 
1 ' ) - 0.77 

Average value - 0.7') 

)^7 - 3.00 

hUP, - 1.07 

hhn - 0.72 

U-O - 1.06 

'01 - 0.75 

Avet age value - 0.92 
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TABLE VII.-   -  Continued 

TRANSIENT KESFOK'SK  (MEASUhED CHAR^TEHISTICj 

^w ^ 7Cf 

Three Degrees rf PfPed cm 

Run Peri cd   (s econds) rr 

V 

Period ( 

371 5.2 0.60 . 

372 5.^ Ü.I48 5.2 

3B3 r,   0 0.53 - 

389 5.6 0.38 5.6 

392 5.2 0.39 5.^ 

Period  (seconds) 

O.'-o 

Average period = 5.^ seconds, Average dFjnping - G.U8 

One Degree of Freedom (Y = - 0, cp = 0, v' = O"* 

Y 

Run Period (secrnds) 0  

kOh U.2 - Q.hl 

h05 h,k - 0.56 

ho6 k.k - 0.52 

h07 h.8 - Cj;6 

Average period - 4.'<5 seccnds.    Average  damping -   - 0,50 
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TABLE VIII - ^cntinued 

i = 3C0 
fi 

IVo Degrees of Freedom 'v' - 0, Y = - g) 

Hun Pericd ^secondsj   a   Period (seconds)  o 

U02 U.8 C.20 U.8 0.0? 

U13 U.8 0.17 4.6 0.13 

UlU U.8 - 0.16 -.8 -0.25 

U15 U.8 0.03 U.8 0.0U 

Ul6 U.8 -0.20 U.9 - 

U17 U.8 0 U.8 0 

U18 U.8 0 U.8 0 

Average pericd = U,8 seconds, Average damping = 0 

iw = 3Cy 

Three Degrees of Freedom 

Run Period (seconds)   a Period (seconds) a 
Y 

Period (seconds) a 

398     U.6        0 - _ U.6 0 

U30     U.6        ü - - U.6 0.0U 

U31     U.6        0 - - U.U 0.08 

U35   u.u      0 - - U.U 0 

U36    u.o      0 U.O 0 U.O 0 

Average Pericd = U.U seconds, Average damping = 0 

. 
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